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Service User Background: 
Service user ‘B’ was first referred to an alternate supported housing organisation and was 

later assigned to Pathwaze in 2016. His Pathwaze support worker immediately identified 

that he had speech and learning difficulties which had gone unnoticed. 

He had challenges understanding instructions that on average would be deemed as simple 

and equally found it difficult to express himself or articulate his thoughts. The service user’s 

support worker liaised with his probation officer and was able to identify patterns which 

demonstrated there was a link between his offences and his learning difficulties. His 

learning difficulties had influence on his behaviour. The key worker also discovered that the 

service user lacked confidence due to poor communication skills which made it very hard for 

him to socialise with others. He had also been prescribed anti-depressants. 

Service User “B” fell under the influence of negative peers that pressured him into 

committing crime with and for them. He mistook this exploitation for friendship and 

committed street crimes for the comradery. These negative relationships became a 

cathartic release for his years of social exclusion due to his differences from others. Service 

User “B’s” probation officer noted that he often grew hostile and even aggressive when he 

failed to understand something or could not get others to understand something he was 

trying to put across. Considering this it became a fair assumption that “B’s” disregard for the 

law and often reckless behaviours were as much manifestations of his frustration as they 

were the influence of fraternal organised crime.  

 

 

 

 

 



Challenges/Engagement: 
Service User “B” found it difficult to engage and would often not participate in activities 

with others. He was reluctant to engage with his support worker and external organisations 

as his previous experiences with similar institutions were negative. 

He felt institutions he had come across in the past primarily emphasized on housing and did 

not address his needs. He had never had a plan that addressed the nuances of his personal 

situation before and was understandably apprehensive when he initially began to partake in 

our program. B’s lack of confidence in his communication skills made him highly reluctant to 

partake in workshops or activities with other clients. Service User “B” constantly missed 

appointments and meetings. He also struggled with punctuality as he had never had much 

structure in his lifestyle having not regularly attended college or ever worked a legitimate 

job. 

 

Care plan/Process:  
Having recognised the key catalysts of Service User “B’s” circumstances and the nature of 

his support needs as well as how they may have impacted aspects of his life, "B’s” support 

worker tailored a care plan for him. 

“B’s” care worker understood that he lacked formal structure in his lifestyle but was also 

aware that he could not take a rigid approach to apply this structure to “B’s” lifestyle. In 

addition to weekly mentoring sessions to help build B’s confidence his support worker had 

him partake in several recreational activities under his supervision as well as bonding 

exercises with other Pathwaze service users. “B’s” support worker helped him enrol on 

vocational courses to gain skills that would increase his chances of employment whilst also 

providing incentives for him to hit targets for his attendance. 

Many of the incentives provided to “B” were strategic activities to further help him improve 

on his social skills. Some of these strategic incentives included social outings, set targets to 

attend his courses without lateness or absence with the reward of a cinema trips or theatre 

tickets. The social outings were supervised by Pathwaze staff and used as a means to 

promote positive socializing habits for him. “B” was strongly encouraged to partake in 



recreational activities like sports to give him a positive outlet for his anxiety and depression. 

Pathwaze also facilitated workshops helping “B” build life skills such as budgeting, personal 

hygiene, healthy living and diet. 

Result: 
Service User “B” was referred to Pathwaze without any qualifications or interest in attaining 

them, little self confidence and no clear ambition. He has now completed an NVQ level 2 

course in rail repairs as well as an accredited plumbing course and has moved on to 

independent living. “B” is now highly motivated and due to constant interactions with 

others he has made remarkable improvements with his confidence which has also had a 

positive effect on his communication skills. 

Service User “B” has greatly improved employment prospects and has been referred to an 

external organisation that works in partnership with Pathwaze to help find employment for 

British citizens with criminal records. His improvements to himself as a person as well as the 

strong structure and high work ethic he maintains is an inspiration to other clients. “B” was 

once highly susceptible to peer pressure but now is a role model to other Pathwaze clients. 
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